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Our Brand

Our Mission

Our  Vision

Our brand is represented through our service and meaning be-
hind what we do. Being concious of what society needs, “Roll 
With It” represents the idealisms of going with the flow. Provid-
ing society with a quick, cheap, healthy and delicious alternative 
to fast food. The swirl represemts not only the idealisms of going 
with the flow, but the never ending passion we have to serve 
society.

Our mission at “Roll With It” is to provide our changing society 
with a product that perfectly embodies what our society needs. 
As society has become more fast-paced and health concious, 
we aim to deliver quick, cheap, healthy and delicious spring rolls.

“Roll With It” will exemplify the idealisms of a changing society 
and will go with the flow on what our customers need. Change 
is good, and our potential lies in the flexibility of going with the 
flow. To provide the best service and products.
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Our Values
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Integrity

Honesty

Honor

Passion

We at “Roll With It” uphold all of our ideals and beliefs in order to 
provide our best quality of services. Enabling our customers to believe 
in our business.

The moral qualities of “Roll With It” begins with our integrity and is 
solidified by trust. We are loyal to our brand and customers. We are 
sincere and hope to create a lasting relationship with our customers.

We will honor our values and our customers. Holding our quality and 
respect for our customers with highest of esteem and respect.  Adhere-
ing to what is right by fulfilling our values.

Our passion derives from creating healthy relationships. Not only with 
people with our work and the food that we are creating. Providing 
healthy and quick food to a society that needs it. We live together in this 
society, “Roll With It” just wants to provide what society needs.
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Master Brand

Iconography

Logo Usage
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The use of our logo is primarily for our restaraunt locations 
and our website. The logo is a visual representation of what our 
brand stands for. Utilizing the logo properly, create an overall 
cohesive brand and structure for “Roll With It”.

Physical Logo
For usage of the physical logo at our restaraunt locations. the 
logo needs to be on a back drop. The restaraunt sign should be 
a white rectangle with the logo in the center. 

Online Logo
The website logo is preferred to be on a white back drop, how-
ever a dark gray backdrop is acceptable. The logo should also be 
atleast apart of the navigation bar. 

Logos

The complete logo to be used on 
restaraunts and online. 

The complete logo with a 
white backdrop. Used strictly 
for physical logo usage.

The iconography within the logos can 
be used seperate from the brand name. 
Mainly for aesthetic decorations or as a 
simple visual representation of the com-
pany. If used for representing “Roll With 
It” use the “Swirl”.

The “dish” is primarily for aesthetic dec-
oration. View page 3 to see an example 
the “dish” in use. The “swirl” used for aes-
thetic decorations, see left hand pages.

Used primarily online in horizontal 
fields. Such as a nav bar.
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Color Palette
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#b1d574

#ffffff

#eb7f58

#74b1d5

#d574b1

#343333

Color Usage

40% 

40% 

17% 

1% 1% 1% 

These are the main 
colors of “Roll With It”.

The three primary 
colors in our brand are 
dark gray, white, and 
green. 

The green is primarily 
used for accents and 
aesthetic finishes. 

The three other colors 
are the triadic colors 
of the green. They have 
nice pastel finishes 
and compliments the 
dark gray as well as the 
green.
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Typography
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Primary Typeface
Gill Sans Regular

Gill Sans Bold

The sizes of type faces are dependent on their header. Primary headers are Gill 
Sans Bold with a font size of 36.pt Secondary headers are Gill Sans Bold with a 
font size of 24pt. Paragraph text is Gill Sans Regular with a 12pt font size.

Typography Sizes

Main headers should be underlined with a green line at 5pt. On 
dark gray backgrounds, the type should be white. The same green 
line applies to white background with black type. 

Typography Colors

Notes
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